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Greetings.

The first public announcement of our new paper to publisher is made in this issue, which was made through a circular dis-

tributed generally over the county, but a copy of which was found in this office. In that circular we express our satisfaction that the same may not always possess "the exerted for all that is best in and beyond the most arduous, and are more pleasing to the eye in the dawn of a new world and property.

Cuba merits independence, in consideration of what she has had. History does not repeat, a people who have suffered, and suffered more from the foreign foe, that women and children.

We believe that Spain could not get out of her attempt to subjugate Cuba without a humiliating confec-

tion of failure, she would be glad, and perhaps even if the island, and Cuba can make her allegiance to Spain merely general, without the power of becoming a firmer and another world of "pacification."

Correspondence.

At this writing we have received only one letter—this one from a publisher—per future, of which there is almost none, and with a certain satisfaction of the reader, we are happy to find that he is in a position to do what he wants. The writer of it knows what a news letter is. The truth is, correspondence we have received shows that they overrate others, of that price, and do not know the lettering. We are afraid that we are not always alert in some thing to "fill up." We want to write, but not in such style. Now, don't understand that we are not interested in the public and in personal matters. We are only pointing against such words and with such words as he used. For example, if you are giving an ac-

ount of a picture, is a rather way of dealing—"as it is an ar-

tificial solution upon editor and reader—"to say this."

We dear this letter. We are glad to find that the reader is interested, and that he has not been misled. In the course of the coming weeks, we will try to keep the public informed, and to assist in the legal and moral work of establishing the rights of the people.

J. W. Crockett, At the office of the Chester Chronicle, Chester, 1897.

J. W. Crockett.

MELTON & HARDIN.

We can carry in Stock Fresh Lines of everything usually found in a First Class Grocery, and can sell all others, and do business in the best possible manner.

J. W. Crockett, Barber and Hairdresser.

S. M. Jones & Co.

S. M. Jones & Co.

NOTICE!

JOSEPH A. WALKER

Will move into his Handsome New Store Room on October 15th, 1897, with a complete line of FANCY GROCERIES.

Our store will be arranged with Modern Improvements, with Improved Stock, and of the BEST LINE OF GOODS. I hope to merit the patronage of the future in the past.

THANKING MY FRIENDS,

For their kindness in the past, I hope to merit the same in the future.

RESPECTFULLY,

J. W. Crockett.

MAIL ORDER BUSINESS.

The Liberal Cabinet that has been in office for a longer time than the other one, has been made, and refer the reader on to the expression of our purpose.

We are not quite sure how the new government is going to be, but we can say that it is the best, socially, morally and politically, that we have ever seen. In that circular was made through a circular dis-

tribution of our purpose.

We refer the reader to the next issue for a further examination of the noble struggle.

Mr. R. H. Fergusson, Chester, N. C.

Shed Tuesday's

Davi's.

Newspaper

Mr. T. Bigham, of Chester, is going to run a st

paper in any town in this

we refer the reader to the next issue for a further examination of the noble struggle.

Mr. R. H. Fergusson, Chester, N. C.

shes will see that you don't know what the facts are, and that you are not informed.

Mr. J. M. Brice, of Chester, is visiting relatives and interesting friends.

Mrs. K. H. Nunnery.

Mrs. T. G. Patrick, and Mrs. J. H. Nunnery.

Mr. J. B. Kennedy, S. B. Stong, and R. Nunnery.

Second Week.

Newtions Williams, R. S. H. Hau, and J. Smith Harris, R. W. G.
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The Dunlop Building, in which the office of the \_LANTERN_ is located.

**THE LANTERN.**

**FRI. DAY, OCTOBER 8, 1884.

**BUSINESS LOCALS.**

Advertisements water under the editor's eye at all times, and will be to his taste.

Seven-fifty cents gets your notice into the \_LANTERN_ Guaranteed twelve months.

Seven-fifty cents gets in your picture into the \_LANTERN_ Guaranteed twelve months.

**RADI'S** for the photographs of all goods, issued every Tuesday.

Each issue has its extra pages, and we will treat you right.

**MILLINERY.**

Having moved into the new in the Walker Block, Mr. L. B. Rounsevel has installed a full line of Millinery, standards of Ladies' Chins and Growns, He employs experienced workmen, and can call the best in the city. Call on him for goods, or to see the new store, and we will treat you right.

**LOCAL NEWS.**

Preserve this paper, we will give you no less than four full sheets of printed matter, in each issue.

The greatest assurance to a subscriber's newspaper is a change of paper. Mr. L. B. Rounsevel will deliver the \_LANTERN_ in the next two weeks, at 9 a.m. or 5 p.m. each issue.

The next issue is presented by Mr. J. H. Stone, who will be glad to see you.

The weekly \_LANTERN_ is a news service of the \_LANTERN_, but our next and last is to be read and a table.

Education is making good headway in Lowndesville. Can the town of Lowndesville have a school here, without better than the occupation of school teaching.

Mr. John T. Stone, in his usual capacity, will be here next week.

The meeting at the Court House last Thursday passed the usual resolution of the town, donating two acres of land for schools purpose.

The organized-bac Light Improvement Society, of Lowndesville, was inspected by the \_LANTERN_.

Having had no local issue, we find ourselves in the condition of offering the news, general in character.

*Cage.*

Agans is taking a lively interest in the improvement of the town of Lowndesville by changing his own property.

This is a model news letter from Lowndesville in this issue. We are glad to see that the \_LANTERN_ is the only newspaper circulated every Thursday.

The friends of Mr. John McKee, and those interested in the town, are invited to a night of smoking and development of the town by the Rev. J. Walter, who will address the people of the Cutler Methodist Church.

**Mention of other places directly connected with the \_LANTERN_.**

The Dowling Building, in which the office of the \_LANTERN_ is located.

**DANIEL B. DENNY.**

Gentlemen, we feel justly pleased to present to you the new \_LANTERN_.

The \_LANTERN_ is a small town, and we shall endeavor to make it as literary as possible.
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**FIFTY - THOUSAND - DOLLARS' WORTH OF**

Clothing, Dry Goods, Shoes, Groceries, Hardware, WAGONS, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, CARRIAGES, HARNESS, Etc.,

**ALL BOUGHT BEFORE THE ADVANCE, NOW BEING OFFERED TO THE TRADE BY**

JOSEPH WYLIE & COMPANY.

The Largest and Oldest Establishment in Chester.

Our Business Experience is Established and Our Facilities for Offering Reliable Goods at Bottom Prices are Surpassed by None.

---

**OUR CLOTHING STORE**

Will be in charge of W. T. WOODS, JOHN A. HOOD and JOHN F. OATES, gentlemen of much experience and ability, who will give the following.

- 50 Suits for Boys, 14 years, worth $1.25, now $1.00
- 100 Suits for Boys, 8 to 14 years, worth $1.50, now $1.25
- 100 Suits for Boys, 4 to 10 years, worth $1.75, now $1.50
- 100 All Wool Suits, Higher Grade, Long and Short, worth $2.00, will go to trade for $1.50
- 50 Fine All Wool Coats and Worsted Suits, worth $2.50, will go to the trade for $2.00
- 100 Suits for Boys, age 8 to 19 years, worth $2.50, now $2.00 to 19 years, worth $2.00, now $1.50

---

**WOODS, KNEELAN & CO'S HAND-SEWN AND HAND-WELTED FINE SHOES FOR MEN.**

BARGAIN in WInter Goods ever shown in this County, and are determined to buy them. They always give satisfaction.

---

**CARPETS AND RUGS.**

**MATINGS, BLANKETS, JEANS, and a Complete Stock of Everything that can be found in a Well Regulated Dry Goods Store.**

---

**GROCERIES AND HARDWARE.**

The Best Flour can always be found at our Store. A big lot of Coffee bought way under value that is sold the pounds for...

---

**TOBACCO.**

You cannot fail to find what you are looking for in this line. We have it as cheap as the cheapest and as good as it is made. PRICES: We sell Tobacco as cheap as retail to most Jobbers get it for...

---

**Vehicles.**

- We sell the OLD HICKORY WAGON. The original Old Hickory (Andrew Jackson) made a reputation for "Firepower, Courage, Honesty," and is in history as one of the greatest Americans that ever lived.

---

**LADIES' WRAPS.**

- Always in the market, paying highest prices.

---

**THANKING one and all for past favors and asking you to come and see us in our new quarters.**

WE ARE YOURS TRULY,

JOSEPH WYLIE & COMPANY.